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Cocondensation of the vapours of the metals Cr, MO, W, V, Nb and Ta, with 
an excess of dmpe (bis(dimethylphosphino)ethane) gives the neutral, zerovalent 
compounds M(dmpe),; the compound Ta(dmpe), is the first example of a zero- 
valent derivative of tantalum_ 

____-- 

The compounds M(dmpe)3 where M = Cr, MO, W or V have been prepared by 
Chatt and Watson [l] by reduction of the metal halides in the presence of an ex- 
cess of dmpe. 

We were interested to discover whether these and related compounds could 
also be prepared by direct condensation of the metal atoms with an excess of the 
dmpe and, if so, to study their structures and reactions. 

We have found that condensation of vapours of the metals M = Cr, MO, W, V, 
Nb and Ta generated from an electron gun furnace operating at a positive poten- 
tial [ 21 with dmpe gives excellent yields of the neutrai compounds M(dmpe), . 

In a typical experiment, niobium (0.21 g) was evaporated from a molten ingot 
(5 g) at 3000°C over a period of 2 h and the vapour was cocondensed with an ex- 
cess of dmpe (25 cm3). Relatively little unreacted metal was observed in the reac- 
tion mixture after warming to room temperature, yields’based on metal leaving 
the furnace were >55%, i.e. 2.0 g of Nb(dmpe),; 0.5 g of vanadium lead to 3 g 
of V(dmpe)3 in the same condition, yield >60%. 

The new compounds where M = Nb or Ta represent rare examples of zero- 
valent derivatives of these metals; they are dark red and very sensitive to air and 
water. Satisfactory microanalysis have been obtained and the mass spectra show 
parent ion bands at m/e 543 (g3Nb) and 631 (‘*lTa). (ESR data at 77 K in 
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Fig_ 1. (a) Distances (A) and .SI&ZS co) for the Cr(dmPe) k%anent: @) -Ystd strwture of Cr(dmm), . 

toluene: M = V: 15 lines approximatively symmetrical in distribution; M = Nb; 
29 lines in a complex band of irregular shape; M = Ta: a single very broad band 
of irregular shape). The ESR data are consistent with the paramagnetism ex- 
pected for the compounds where M = V, Nb and Ta. 

We have obtained single crystals of each compound. The unit cells of the six 
crystals are cubic and the variations of the dimension of these cells are in full 
agreement with the expected values. 
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The crystal structure of the Cr(dmpe), has already been established; the struc- 
tures of the five other compounds will be published later. 
Crystal data: C18H4&rP6, M 502.5 g/mol, cubic, a 10.922(3) a, space group 
Im3m (from Laiie symmetry, systematic absences and structure analysis), 2 = 2, 
Dcdc. 1.28 g cme3, 166 independent reflections with I > 3 c were measured by 
four-circle diffractometer using MO-K, radiation (0.71069 a). 

The Cr(dmpe), molecule has point symmetry 32 but the symmetry of the 
only possible crystallographic site of the Cr atom is m3m. Thus each molecule 
will occupy one of 8 possible sites with symmetry 32 so that the average of the 
distribution has the symmetry m3m. 

The Patterson function suggested that the phosphorus atoms were on four- 
fold axis but an electron density difference synthesis indicated that these atoms 
were located in general position close to the axes. The carbon atoms were then 
placed and refinement of the 38 parameters was carried out using the disordered 
model with various Waser [3] constraints_ The conventional agreement index R is 
now 0.04. 

The chromium atom is at the center of a distorted coordination octahedron. 
The phosphorus atoms are at a distance of 2.317(3) a from the chromium, at 
l-84(3) a, l-95(4) A and 1.95(5) A, respectively, from the carbon atoms C(ll), 
C(12) and C(13). The atom C( 11) is 0.36 A above the plane defined by P(l), 
P’(1) and Cr and at a distance of l-55(6) A from the carbon atom symmetrical 
with the respect of the two-fold axis. The angle P(l)-Cr-P’(1) within a chelate 
ring is 76.5(3)“, P(l)-CI-P”(1) and P’(l)--CrP”(l) are respectively 95.7(7)” 
and 93(l)” (Fig. 1). 
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